This study deals with Buddhist philosophy in Choi In Ho's novel, The Road without Road. The result of the study shows three aspects of the novel. First, three training virtues of Buddhist philosophy come in the novel, The Road without Road; Sagyoipseon, going into practicing Zen after finishing studying the given doctrines; Iryujoonghang, priest should live together with trainees and ordinary people and spread the influence among them; Ipjeonsusu, going into the world and opening hand, the all three virtues are achieved by the character, Kyun Heo. Second, an idea The Road without Road can offer to the East Asian discourse is Yeomindongrak, being delighted with people you live with and having the heart of Buddha. The ideas offered in the novel give a message to the East Asian people in 21st century; going over the conflict and dispute, we live together in peace. As you and me are Buddha, we should strive to live in peace together. And the third, the meaning and the limit of the novel. The novel lacks of formality the modern novel should get. The story deeply goes into the main character, Kyung Hu, so it deviates from the plot. Though the formal aesthetics is not ripen, the novel has a meaning that it offered Buddhist ideas to the East Asian people as virtues they should keep in the times of rapid social change.
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